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INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to investigate the notion of “semi-direct product” 
for Hopf algebras. We show that there are two such notions: the well-known 
concept of smash product, and the dual notion of smash coproduct introduced 
here. We investigate the basic properties of these notions and give several 
examples and applications. 
If G is an affine algebraic group (as defined in [4]) with coordinate ring A(G), 
then the coalgebra structure of A(G) “contains” the rational representation 
theory of G in the sense that the rational G-modules are precisely the A(G)- 
comodules. Now if G is the semi-direct product of algebraic subgroups N and 
K (i.e., G = Nx,K as affine algebraic groups) then clearly A(G) = A(N) @ A(K) 
as algebras. But one would also like to know how the coalgebra structure of A(G) 
is related to the coalgebra structures of A(N) and A(K). In fact, the twisted 
multiplication on Nx,K induces a twisted comultiplication on A(N) @ A(K), 
called the smash coproduct of A(N) by A(K). This comultiplication is com- 
patible with the tensor product algebra structure, and we have A(G) isomorphic 
to the smash coproduct of A(N) by A(K) (denoted A(N) x A(K)) as Hopf 
algebras. 
Similarly, a semi-direct product decomposition of a Lie algebra L induces a 
smash product decomposition of the universal enveloping algebra U(L), which 
in turn induces (by dualizing) a smash coproduct decomposition of the Hopf 
algebra U(L)" of representative functions on U(L). This generalizes an earlier 
construction given by Hochschild [3, pp. 514151. 
In Section 2 we review the properties of the adjoint action and the notion of 
smash product for a Hopf algebra, and introduce the dual notions of coadjoint 
action and smash coproduct. (For an independent treatment in the special 
cast of commutative Hopf algebras see [l].) The smash product or smash co- 
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product of Hopf algebras may fail to be even a bialgebra for various reasons. 
We indicate why this may happen and investigate the conditions under which 
this difficulty may be avoided. 
It is useful to approach these questions from the categorical point of view. 
Section 3 is devoted to a discussion of some of the properties of the category of 
Hopf algebras which are relevant to this study. In Section 4 we characterize 
semi-direct products of Hopf algebras by showing that they correspond, in a 
natural way, with “split” short exact sequences (i.e., “split extensions”) of 
Hopf algebras. 
The group algebra functor, universal enveloping algebra functor, and coor- 
dinate ring functor all commute with the formation of semi-direct products. 
In Section 5 we show that the functor H ti H” almost commutes with semi- 
direct products. More precisely, (K x L)” = K” #Lo when K x L is a Hopf 
algebra; whereas if K #L is a Hopf algebra we have (K #L)” = Z? x L”, R a 
certain sub Hopf algebra of K”. 
In the first section we recall some basic facts and notational conventions which 
we use throughout the paper. For more details the reader may consult [2] or 
r111. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we work over a fixed ground field k. If V and W are 
vector spaces then T: V @ W + W @ V denotes the twist map, T(v @ w) = 
w @ v. If W is a subspace of V we let w-L = {f~ V* j (f, W) = 0}, V* the dual 
space of V. 
An algebra A is given by maps mA : A @ A + A ( multiplication) and 
Q : k -+ A (unit); a coalgebra C is given by maps d, : C * C @ C (comulti- 
plication) and cc : C --+ k ( counit); these are assumed to be associative and we 
write da for (d @ 1) o A, etc. A Hopf algebra is a bialgebra with antipode 
(denoted S,). 
We use the standard summation notation for coalgebras and comodules with 
the following exception: If the coalgebra C is a left H-comodule (H a Hopf 
algebra) with structure map I/: C -+ H @ C we write 4(c) = 2 c(r) @ c@)(c(l) E H, 
c(a) E C) so as to distinguish this comodule structure from the comultiplications 
of C and H. Iterated subscripts and superscripts are read from left to right. 
If A and B are algebras then Alg(A, B) d enotes the set of algebra maps from 
A to B. If in addition A and B are H-modules we use Alg,(A, B) to denote the 
set of algebra maps which are also maps of H-modules. Similarly for coalgebras C 
and D, Cog(C, D) denotes the coalgebra maps from C to D and if C, D are H- 
comodules then CogH(C, D) is the set of coalgebra maps which are H-comodule 
maps. 
For a coalgebra C we let C + = ker(+). If A is an algebra then A” denotes the 
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dual coalgebra, and f a E Cog(B”, A”) d enotes the map induced by f E Alg(A, B). 
If H is a bialgebra and V, W are left H-comodules with structure maps a, v 
respectively, then V @ W is naturally a left H-comodule with structure map 
~~~=(m~OI)~(IOTOI)o(aOv).IfHisaHopfalgebraandVisa 
left H-module (resp., comodule) then V can be made into a right H-module 
(rev., comodule) through the intervention of the antipode. (Define z, * h = 
s(h) * v for v E V and h E H, similarly for comodules.) 
Recall that if f E Alg(A, B) th en B becomes an A-A-bimodule by pullback 
alongf. Dually if g E Cog(D, C), then D becomes a C-C-bicomodule by pushout 
alongg (the left C-comodule structure map given by (g @ 1) 0 do : D + C @I 0). 
2 
Let H be a bialgebra, (A, mA , ?,J an algebra, and (C, d, , Q) a coalgebra. 
If we are given H-module structure maps 
T~:H@A-+A and r,:H@C-+C, 
h@awh-a h @ct+h*c, 
and H comodule structure maps 
#/,:A-tH@A and #,:C+H@C, 
a - 1 a(l) 0 w c H c c(l) @ c(2), 
we make the following definitions. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. (a) A is said to be an H-module algebra if mA and Q 
are H-module maps. That is, if h * IA = e(h) lA and h . (ab) = C (hu) * Q) 
(Ii(,) * b) for h E H, a, b E A. 
(b) A is said to be an H-comodule algebra if m, and ?la are H-comodule 
maps. That is, if #A(l,J = lH @ IA and C (41) 0 @Q2) = C ~W~W 0 
a(,)b(,) , for a, b E A. 
(c) C is said to be an H-module coalgebra if d, and cc are H-module 
maps. That is, if ~c(h * c) = am cc(c) and C (h . c)(i) @ (h . c)c2) = 
C 4) . w 0 h2) * cc2) , for h E H, c 6 C. 
(d) C is said to be an H-comodule coalgebra if Lil, and cc are H-comodule 
maps. That is, if 
and 
1 d%&(2)) = q+C(C) 
c c(l) @ c ‘2’(1) @ c’2’(2) = c C(,)‘%(,)‘l @ C(l)(2) @ C(,,‘2’, 
481/47/I-3 
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for h E Hand c E C. Or, in terms of the structure maps, 
(10 4 o vb = ?IH o EC and (~04)~~c = (&@&)“4* 
(e) If K is a bialgebra which is an H-module (resp., H-comodule) and its 
bialgebra structure maps are maps of H-modules (resp., H-comodules) then K 
is said to be an H-module bialgebra (resp., H-comodule bialgebra). 
It is immediate from the definitions that the condition in (b) above is equivalent 
to the H-comodule structure map #A being a map of algebras. Similarly the 
condition in (c) is equivalent to the H-module structure map ho being a map of 
coalgebras. 
In the following examples we assume H is a bialgebra. 
(2.2) EXAMPLES. (a) H is an H-module coalgebra via nz,, (because m, is a 
coalgebra map). More generally, if U: K --+ His a bialgebra map then H becomes 
a K-module coalgebra by pullback along u, and u is a map of K-module coal- 
gebras. 
(b) H is an H-comodule algebra via d, (because d, is an algebra map). 
More generally, if u: H---f K is a bialgebra map then H becomes a K-comodule 
algebra by pushout along U, and u is a map of K-comodule algebras. 
(c) H” (or more generally H*) is an H-module algebra (but not an H- 
module bialgebra) under the action defined by (hJf, g) = (f, gh) for f E H”, 
g, h E H. Similarly H becomes an Ho-module algebra (see [2, 1.7.11). 
(d) If H is finite dimensional then His a left H*-comodule with structure 
map 4: H + H* @ H defined by (4(h), g Of) = (hg, f > for g, h E H, f E H*. 
His an H*-comodule coalgebra (but not an H*-comodule bialgebra) under this 
action. For, d, and + are algebra maps, hence are right H** (=H) module 
maps (under multiplication) and so are H*-comodule maps. 
r” 
If H is a Hopf algebra, A an algebra and f E Alg(H, A) then A is a left H @ H- 
module where if a E A, h @ k E H @ H we define (h @ k) * a = f(h) uf (S,(k)) 
(see Section 1). By pullback along d, we make A into a left H-module (denoted 
fA) with structure map 
Explicitly, for h E H, a E A we have ad,(h @ a) = 1 f (ht,,) uf (S,(he,)). 
Dually if C is a coalgebra and g E Cog(C, H) then C is a left H @ H-comodule 
where for c E C we have c ++ c g(c(r)) @ SH(g(c(s))) @ ctz) E H @ H @ C. 
By pushout along m, we make C into a left H-comodule (denoted “C) with 
structure map 
cog =(mHOI)O(~OSHOI)O(gOgOI)o(~OT)odz. 
Explicitly for c E C we have co,(c) = C g(c(i)) SH(g(c(a))) @ ccz) . 
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(2.3) DEFINITION. The module action of H on A described above is called 
the adjoint action associated with the map f~ Alg(H, A). The H-comodule 
structure on C described above is called the coadjoint action associated with the 
map g E Cog(C, H). 
By abuse of notation we sometimes write ad,(h) . a for ad,(h @ a). 
If A = H andf is the identity map then the action defined above is called the 
adjoint action of H and is denoted by ad, or just ad. Similarly coH or co denotes 
the coadjoint action of H on itself. 
Of course there are right-hand versions of the adjoint and coadjoint actions. 
For our purposes, however, the right and left versions are essentially equivalent. 
One may readily check that a subspace W of H with S(W) _C W is stable under 
the left adjoint (resp., coadjoint) if and only if it is stable under the right adjoint 
(resp., coadjoint). 
(2.4) The following formulas will be useful later on: 
(4 hk = C (ad@d * 4 htz) 
=mo(adOI)o(IOT)o(dO~)(hOk) 
(b) 0) = c b‘vd h(a) 0 42) 
=(m~1)0(1@7’)0(c0~1)04(h) for h, k E H. 
There are, of course, similar formulas for the right adjoint and coadjoint 
actions, which, in light of the foregoing remarks, we may use whenever necessary. 
We note it follows immediately from 2.4(a) that the center of H is the set of 
ad invariants, i.e., the set 
{x E H / ad(h) . x = c(h) x for all h E H}. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Let H be a Hopf algebra, A an algebra, C a coalgebra, 
f s Alg(H, A), andg E Cog(C, H). Then 
(a) A is an H-module algebra under ad, . Further if A is a bialgebra, f a 
bialgebra map, and H is cocommutative, then A is an H-module bialgebra. 
(b) C is an H-comodule coalgebra under co, . Further if C is a bialgebra, g 
a bialgebra map, and H is commutative, then C is an H-comodule bialgebra. 
Proof. (a) The first part is in [2, 1.7.21. For the second part we note that 
under the conditions given, all the maps in the composite defining ad, are coal- 
gebra maps and so ad, is a coalgebra map. Thus this follows from the remark 
following (2.1). 
(b) For the first part we have to show that L3,, Ed , are H-comodule maps. 
For c E C we have 
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and 
Thus the first part follows. For the second part, similarly to the proof in (a) 
one shows that co, is an algebra map by inspecting the composite defining it. 
(2.6) EXAMPLES. (a) Let G be a group and,k[G] the group algebra. Then the 
action of G on itself by inner automorphisms induces an action of k[G] on itself 
which is easily seen to be the adjoint action of the Hopf algebra k[G]. 
(b) Let L be a (restricted) Lie algebra and U(L) its (restricted) universal 
enveloping algebra. Then the adjoint action of L on itself extends to the adjoint 
action of U(L). 
(c) Let G be an affine algebraic group with coordinate ring of polynomial 
functions A(G) (see [4] for details). Then the map G x G -+ G, (g, h) t-t ghg-r 
induces an algebra map A(G) + A(G x G) z A(G) @ A(G) which is, in fact, 
the coadjoint action of A(G). 
The relationship between examples (a) and (c) is illustrated by the next 
proposition. For the time being if H is a Hopf algebra, A an algebra, C a coal- 
gebra, f E Alg(H, A), g E Cog(C, H), we let 
g” be the composite H’-tH* -2 c*, 
(cog)” be the composite H” @ C* - (H @ C)* 3: C*, 
(adf)’ be the composite A”+A* 2 (H @ A)*, 
where the first map of each composite is the canonical inclusion. 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let H be a Hopf algebra, A an algebra, C a coalgebra, 
f E Alg(H, A), andg E Cog(C, H). With ef r erence to the above notation we have 
(a) (cog)” = ad,0 
(b) (ad,)” (A”) C H” @ A” and (adr)” = ~0~0. 
Proof. (b) For x E A”, h E H, and a E A we have 
<(4)“(x), h 0 a> = C<x,f (hm) of (&(hm))) 
= c<w Y f (h(l)))< w 3 a)<xw ,f (&f(hk)))) 
= CCf ‘(x(4 SYf ‘(4) 0 xk) , h 0 4 
= (cofa(x), h @ a). 
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Since it is clear from the above equation that (ad,)“(A”) C H” @ A” we are 
done. A similar calculation establishes (a) and is left to the reader. 
In particular the adjoint action of H induces (by transposing) the coadjoint 
action of H” and vice versa. 
The Smash Product 
Let H be a Hopf algebra and A an algebra which is an H-module algebra. 
We recall [2, 1.81 the definition and basic properties of the smash product of A 
by H. 
(2.8) DEFINITION. The smash product A #H of A by H is an algebra with 
given algebra injections i: A -+ A # H and j: H -+ A # H where: 
(a) The map i is a morphism of H-module algebras (i.e., i E Alg,(A, 
dA # W d-4 # W equips e with the H adjoint action associated with the d 
mapi.) 
(b) If B is any algebra with maps g E Alg(H, B) and f E Alg,(A, sB) then 
there is a unique algebra map f # g making the following diagram commutative: 
A#H 
(2.9) Remarks. (a) The algebra A # H can be constructed on the vector 
space A @ H (where we write a # h for a @ h) by defining multiplication by 
(a # W #d = c a@(,) * b) # ha, 
or, in terms of maps, 
where r: H @ A + A, r(h @ u) = h * a, defines the action of H on A (and T is 
the twist map). The maps i: A -+ A # H and j: H -+ A # H are given by 
i(u) =a#1 and j(h) = l#h and the universal map f#g:A#H-tB is 
given bf #g = mB 0 (f Od. 
(b) If M is both a left A-module and a left H-module, we say M is a 
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coherent A-H-module if the A-module structure map is a map of left H-modules. 
For a E A, h E H, and m E M this amounts to the identity 
h * (a * m) = 1 (h(,) * a) * (hcz) * m). 
From this it is readily seen that coherent A-H-modules are precisely the modules 
over the algebra A # H (see [6] for more details). 
Note that condition [a) of the definition of the smash product just says that the 
original H-module algebra action on A is the restriction to A of the adjoint 
action of H on A # H associated with the mapj (i.e., every H-module algebra is 
a submodule of an adjoint H-module algebra). 
The Smash Coprodact 
We now dualize the notion of smash product defined above. Let H be a Hopf 
algebra and C a coalgebra which is an H-comodule coalgebra. 
(2.10) DEFINITION. The smash coproduct C x H of C by H is a coalgebra 
with given coalgebra surjections p: C x H * C and q: C x H + H where: 
(a) The map p is a morphism of H comodule coalgebras (i.e., 
p E CogH(“(C x H), C), “(C x H) equipped with the H-coadjoint action 
associated with the map q). 
(b) If D is any coalgebra with maps g E Cog(D, H) and fc CogH(gD, C) 
then there exists a unique coalgebra map f x g making the following diagram 
commutative: 
We prove the existence of the smash coproduct of C by H by explicitly con- 
structing it on the vector space C @ H in a manner dual to the construction of 
the smash product. Let w: C + H @ C, W(C) = C c(r) @ c(a) be the H-comodule 
coalgebra structure map on C, and define maps 2, E, p, q, on C @ H as follows: 
ii: C@H+(C@H)@(C@H) 
c 0 h H C ~(1) 0 c(z)‘%) 0 ~(2)‘~’ 0 42) , 
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i.e., 
d=(I~m,~I~I)o(I~I~T~I)o(IOwOA,)~(ACOI), 
i:C@H+h by ? = cc @ l H 
p:C@H+C by p = I @Em 
q:C@H+H by q=EC@I. 
If D is a coalgebra with g E Cog(D, H) and f E CogH(gD, C) define 
fxg:D+C@H by f xg=(fOg)oA,- 
We recall that 
(a) (il, @J I) 0 w = (I @ W) 0 w 
and 
(b) (cH 0 1) o w = I, 
from the comodule axioms, and 
(c) (I @ A,) o w = (w 8 co) o A, 
and 
(4 (I 0 4 0 w = ~IH 0 cc 
from the comodule coalgebra axioms (see 2.1(d)). 
(2.11) THEOREM. (C @ H,a, -) E is a coalgebra and, along with the maps p 
and q is the smash coproduct of C by H. 
Proof. First we show that d, E make C @ H into a coalgebra and that p, q 
are coalgebra maps. For c @ h E C @I H, we have 
= c C(l) 0 C(2) 'l'w'l'&l) 0 ~(2)"' 0 ~(3)'~'(2)42) 0 ~(3)'~' 0 h(s) 
= C ~(1) 0 c(,)'%,)'% 0 c(s)"' 0 w'~'Jw 0 I'm' 0 4, > 
(by (a) applied to the c(s)‘s). 
On the other hand, we have 
(I~&i)&@h) 
= 2 c(1) 0 w’l’h (1) 0 ~‘~‘(1) 0 c(2)‘2’(2)‘1’h(z) 0 ~‘~‘(2)‘~’ 0 43) p 
= C ccl, @ c(,J’l’c(,j’l’h(,) @ c~~)‘~’ @ c(3)‘2”1’h~zj @ c~~)‘~“~’ @ hc3) . 
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(by (c) applied to the c(a)‘s), 
by the summation convention. Thus d is coassociative. A routine calculation 
shows Z is a counit and thus (C @ H, A,?) is a coalgebra. 
It is immediate that cc 0 p = F and E ,oq=E,andforc@hEC@Hwe 
have 
(4 0 4) od(c 0 h) = c &I)) c(z)‘%) 0 &M’~)) h(2) >
= C &d 4~(~)) kl) 0 k2) y (by (4 applied to ct2)) 
= dH 0 q(c ah). 
Thus q is a coalgebra map. A similar calculation shows p is a coalgebra map. 
It is routine to check that p is a map of H-comodule coalgebras and that 
fxg=(fOg)~~D makes the required diagram commute. Now if 
f E CogH(gD, C) then 
Cd41)) x&M3))) Of (42)) = Cf W”’ Of W2’> (*I 
for d E B. We then have 
(by * applied to d(,)), 
Clearly i: 0 (f x g) = E and so f x g is a coalgebra map which is unique, and 
we are done. 
(2.12) Remark. If M is both a left C-comodule (with structure map I& : 
M --+ C @ 111) and a left H-comodule (with structure map #,, : M -+ H @ M) 
we say M is a coherent C - H comodule if & is a map of left H-comodules. 
This coherence condition allows us to make M into a left C x H-comodule 
(with structure map $cXH = (I @ #H) 0 &). Conversely if M is a left C x H- 
comodule then M becomes a coherent C-H comodule by pushout along the 
maps p and q. Thus the coherent C-H-comodules are precisely the comodules 
for the coalgebra C x H. 
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Note that condition (a) of the definition of the smash coproduct just says that 
the original H-comodule coalgebra structure on C is a quotient of the coadjoint 
action of H on C x H associated with the map q (i.e., every H-comodule 
coalgebra is a quotient of a coadjoint H-comodule coalgebra). 
It is natural to inquire whether (or when) the smash product or smash co- 
product of Hopf algebras inherits a natural Hopf algebra structure. The next 
two theorems and subsequent examples illustrate the situation, which we charac- 
terize in Section 4. 
(2.13) THEOREM. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra and A a Hopf 
algebra which is an H-module bialgebra. Then the tensor product coalgebra structure 
on A # H is compatible with the smash product algebra structure. making A # H 
into a Hopf algebra with antipode s defErred by 
S(a # h) = c &(hd .SACa) # &(hd 
Moreover i and j are Hopf algebra maps. 
Proof. The H-module bialgebra structure map T: H @ A --f A is a coalgebra 
map (remark following 2.1) and d, is a coalgebra map because H is cocommuta- 
tive. Thus 
is a coalgebra map. Clearly rlaxH is a coalgebra map so A # His a bialgebra (with 
comultiplication dAXH = (I @ T @ I) o (d, @ A,)). A routine check shows 
that i, j are bialgebra maps and s is an antipode, and we are done. 
(2.14) THEOREM. Let H be a commutative Hopf algebra and C a Hopf algebra 
which is an H-comodule bialgebra. Then the tensor product algebra structure on 
C x His compatible with the smash coproduct coalgebra structure, making C x H 
into a Hopf algebra with antipode SdeJined by 
s(c x h) = x S,(C(~)) x S,(c’l’h). 
Moreover p and q are Hopf algebra maps. 
Proof. We proceed in a manner similar to the above proof. The H-comodule 
bialgebra structure map w: C + H @ C and m, are algebra maps, so ACXH is 
an algebra map. A routine check shows that eCXH , p, and q are algebra maps, 
so C x H is a bialgebra (with multiplication map mcxH = (m, @ mn) 0 (I @ 
T 0 1)). 
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For c x h E C x H we have 
= 1 &Jc(,)‘~‘) ~(2)‘~’ x SH(c(l)‘l’c(,)‘l’h(,)) 42) , 
= c &P2’(l)) ct2’(2) x SH(C’%)) h(2) , (by 2.1 (4) 
= 1 +(d2)) S(h(,)) sH(dl)) 42) =’ + x h) 
since H is commutative. A similar calculation completes the proof that S is an 
antipode for C x H. 
In light of the above theorems, we say that a Hopf algebra H is a smash product 
(resp., smash coproduct) Hopf algebra if it is of the form K #L (resp., K x L) 
with the tensor product coalgebra (resp,, algebra) structure. 
(2.15) EXAMPLES. (a) Let N and K be groups and T: K -+ Aut(N) be a 
group homomorphism defining an action of K on N. Then the map K x N + N; 
(K, n) + TV induces a coalgebra map k[K] @ k[N] + K[N] which makes 
R[N] into a k[K]-module bialgebra. Thus K[N] # R[K] is a Hopf algebra. In 
fact, it follows from Theorem 4.1 (or one may show directly) that K[N] # K[K] s 
K[N X, K] as Hopf algebras, N X, K the semi-direct product of N by K. 
(b) Similarly for Lie algebras L and K and a: L ---f Der(K) a Lie algebra 
homomorphism, the action L x K --j K induces a coalgebra map U(L) @ 
U(K) + U(K) which makes U(K) a U(L)-module bialgebra, and as above the 
Hopf algebra U(K) # U(L) is isomorphic to U(K X, L). 
(c) If N and K are affine algebraic groups and T: K x N -+ N is a map of 
affine algebraic sets which defines an action of K on N as affine algebraic group 
automorphisms, then T induces an algebra map A(N) -+ A(K) @ A(N) which 
makes A(N) into an A(K)-comodule bialgebra. Thus A(N) x A(K) is a Hopf 
algebra. Again one may show directly (or see Section 4) that A(N) x A(K) = 
A(N X, K) as Hopf algebras. 
(d) Let H be a finitely generated commutative Hopf algebra and A = H”. 
Then A is naturally an H-module algebra (2.2(c)) and McConnell and Sweedler 
have shown [5, Theorem 2.41 that A # H is a simple algebra. Thus A # H has 
no coalgebra structure compatible with the smash product algebra structure 
(even when H is cocommutative) unless H = k. In this case Theorem 2.13 fails 
to apply because A is not an H-module bialgebra. 
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3. EXACT SEQUENCES 
Let 2 denote the category of Hopf algebras over the field K. The ground 
field k is a zero object for Z, the zero map H -+ K being given by TV 0 Q, for 
K, H in SF’. It is well-known that kernels and cokernels exist in the category 
2 (for example, see [7] or [I 11). If u: H -+ K is a morphism of SF we will denote 
the kernel of u in Z by KER(u) and the cokernel of Y by COK(u). 
Explicitly, if His a Hopf algebra, A a sub Hopf algebra, and J a Hopf ideal of 
H we let 
4(A) = smallest Hopf ideal of H containing A+. 
X(J) = largest sub Hopf algebra of H contained in J + K. 
Clearly H . A+ * H is the smallest ideal of H containing A+, and is easily 
checked that H . A+ . His a coideal and stable under the antipode. Thus 9(A) = 
H . A’ . H. Now for any Hopf ideal J of H, there is a largest subcoalgebra D 
of H which is contained in / + k, and S(D) C S(J + k) C J + K so S(D) _C D 
by the maximality of D. If we let [D] be the subalgebra of H generated by D then 
[D] is a sub Hopf algebra of H and [D] is contained in the subalgebra J + k. 
Thus [D] = D = X(J) and the functions 9 and z%‘- are well defined. 
(3.1) 
Let U: H + L be a map of Hopf algebras. Then 
(a) KER(u) = Ff(ker(u>), j) 
(b) COK(u) = (&+z(u)), rr) 
wherej is the canonical inclusion, n the canonical projection. 
We wish to have internal conditions which will enable us to compute kernels 
and cokernels of Hopf algebra maps. 
(3.2) DEFINITION. Let u: H + L be a map of Hopf algebras. We say u 
is normal if u(H) is stable under the adjoint action ofL. We say u is conormal if 
ker(u) is a subcomodule of H under the coadjoint action of H. 
A sub Hopf algebra K of H is said to be normal if the inclusion K + H is 
normal. If II is conormal, following Takeuchi (see 4.1 of [12]) we also say ker(u) 
is a normal Hopf ideal of H. Thus a Hopf ideal J of H is normal iff 1 hc,)S(h(,~) @ 
he, E H @ J for all h E J. Our candidates for kernels (resp., cokernels) in &’ 
will be the normal sub Hopf algebras (resp., conormal quotient Hopf algebras). 
Thus we will usually restrict our attention to normal inclusions and conormal 
surjections in what follows. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let H be a Hopf algebra. 
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(a) If K is a normal sub Hopf algebra of H then Y(K) is a normal Hopf 
ideal and 
X(K) = K+ . H = H 1 K+. 
(b) If VT: H --f L is a conormal surjection of Hopf algebras where J = ker(n) 
then X(J) is a normal sub Hopf algebra of H and 
d-(J) = {h E H I(1 @ z-) 0 d,(h) = h @ l} 
= {h E H I(T @ 1) 0 d,(h) = 1 @ h}. 
Proof. (a) First we characterize 9(K). If K E K+ and h E H then by the 
normality of K and 2.4(a) we have hh = C (ad h(r) * lz) htz) E Kf . H. Thus 
H . K+ C K+ . H. Using the right-hand version of ad we can similarly show 
K+*HCH*K+andthusK+.H=H.K+=X(K). 
To show 4(K) is a normal Hopf ideal, let TK H -+ H/N(K) be the canonical 
projection. 
For h E Hand K E K+ we have (I @ rr) 0 co(hk) = e(h)(I @ ~)(co(h)) = 0 since 
‘IT = E on K. Thus co(S(K)) C ker(l @ n) = H @Y(K) and we are done. 
(b) Let 
and 
lrH=(hEH+-@I)od,(h) = 1 @h} 
H” = {h E H I(1 @ rr) o d,(h) = h @ 1). 
Now h E “H if and only if d(h) - 1 @ h E J = ker(rr). It then follows from 
2.4(b) that d(h) - h @ 1 E J, i.e., “H c HT. The opposite containment can be 
established in a similar manner and so “H = NV. 
We recall the natural action of H* on H, the action (on the right) being given 
by h L f = z (f, h,,,) hc,, for f E H*, h E H. If we let D = “H = Hn then for 
d E D we have C dt,, @ dcz) @ +dc3)) = C du) @ dtz) @ 1 and it follows that 
(I@x)od(dLf)=(dLf)@lforallfEH*,dED.ThusDLH*CD. 
One can similarly show H* J D C D and so by 1.4.2 of [2], D is a subcoalgebra 
of H. Moreover if d E D+ then n(d) = (E @ rr) 0 d(d) = e(d) = 0, from which 
D C J + k. On the other hand, if C is any subcoalgebra of H contained in J + K 
then n = E on C and so for c E C we have (10 r) 0 d(c) = c @ 1. Thus 
CC Hs = D and D is the largest subcoalgebra of J + K, i.e., D = X(J). A 
routine calculation shows X(J) is normal in H and is omitted. 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let u: H -+ L be a map of Hopf algebras 
(a) If u is normal then uO: L” -+ H” is conormal. 
(b) If u is conormal then u’: L” -+ H” is normal. 
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Proof. (a) For convenience we may assume u is injective. Let J = ker(zc”). 
Then J = HJ- n L” and if f E J, g EL and h E H we have (co(f ), g @ h) = 
(f, ad(g) * h) = 0 because H is normal in L. Thus co(f) E (L” @Lo) n 
(L @ H)l = L” @ (Hl n L”) = L” @ J and J is a normal Hopf ideal. 
(b) We may assume u surjective. If we let I = ker(u) then identifying L* 
as a subspace of H* we note that L* IT H” = L”. Now L* = IL, so if f E H”, 
g EL07 and x E I we have 
<ad&f 0 g), 4 = <f 0 g, co&)) E (f 0 g, H 0 0 = (0) 
because g EL” C I’- and I is normal. Thus ad&f @g) EL* r\ H” = L” and 
we are done. 
If H is a Hopf algebra, A a sub Hopf algebra, and J a Hopf ideal it is easy to 
check that A C .X(9(A)) and $(X(J)) C J. Further if J = 9(A) and the first 
containment is equality then so is the second; similarly if A = X(J) and the 
second is equality, so is the first. We expect that when A is normal in Hand J is a 
normal Hopf ideal the containments will be equality. This is known to be true 
in many cases. For graded connected Hopf algebras this is merely Proposition 
4.7 of Milnor and Moore’s fundamental paper [7]. For ungraded Hopf algebras 
(which are the object of study in the present paper) this has been verified inde- 
pendently in several cases. Sweedler has shown this to be true for finite dimen- 
sional Hopf algebras [ll, Chapter 161; see also Proposition 4.4 of [lo]). It has 
been established by Takeuchi [ 12, Th eorem 4.31 for commutative Hopf algebras, 
and by K. Newman [9] for cocommutative Hopf algebras. 
(3.5) DEFINITION. Let K+j H -+‘L be a sequence of Hopf algebra maps. 
We say the sequence is exact if j is normal, p is conormal, (K, j) = 
KER( p), and (L, p) = COK( j). W e sa y an exact sequence is split if there is a 
Hopf algebra section u: L + H, p 0 u = IL . We say an exact sequence is co-split 
if there is a Hopf algebra retract r: H -+ K, r 0 j = IK . 
Our exact sequences are short exact sequences in the category of Hopf algebras. 
Since these are the only exact sequences we consider we omit the term short. 
Note that if the sequence is exact then j must be injective and p surjective. 
(3.6) EXAMPLES. (a) (2.15(a) continued) If G, N, K are groups with N a 
subgroup of G then j: k[N] --f R[G] is normal if and only if N is a normal sub- 
group of G, and in this case (k[rr], K[G/N]) = COK( j) where n: G ---f G/rV is 
the natural projection. 
Further if n: G -+ K is a group homomorphism then k[ker ~1 = KER(K[r]). 
Thus the group algebra functor takes (split) short exact sequences of groups to 
(split) exact sequences of Hopf algebras. 
(b) (2.15(b) continued). If L, N, K are Lie algebras with N a sub Lie 
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algebra of L then j: U(N) --+ U(L) is normal if and only if N is an ideal of L, and 
in this case (U(n), U(L/N)) = COK( j). If n: L -+ K is a homomorphism of 
Lie algebras then U(ker rr) = KER(U(rr)). Ag ain one can show that the functor 
U takes (split) short exact sequences of Lie algebras into (split) exact sequences 
of Hopf algebras. 
(c) Let H and A be Hopf algebras and suppose A is an H-module bi- 
algebra. If the smash product Hopf algebra A # H is defined, then we have a 
split exact sequence of Hopf algebras 
ALA#HCZ-;H 
t 
where i, j are the canonical maps and r = Ed @I. To see this, we note that since 
A # H has the tensor product coalgebra structure it is immediate that i, j, T 
are coalgebra maps and A = (A # H)?r = KER(n). On the other hand we have 
aa # w I% A> = c 44~(1) * b)) h?) g = c 44 %H(hl)) 44 kz) g = 
4~ # 4 nTT(b # g> (b ecause l a is a map of H-modules) so r is a Hopf algebra 
map. It is immediate that A is normal in H and ker(rr) = A+(A # H) = 9(A). 
Thus (H, rr) = COK(i), rr is conormal, and the sequence is exact. 
(d) Let H and C be Hopf algebras and suppose C is an H-comodule 
bialgebra. If the smash coproduct Hopf algebra is defined, then we have a 
co-split exact sequence of Hopf algebras 
He&C x H-5 C 
3 
where Q, p are the canonical maps and j = yc @I. This is readily established 
in a manner dual to the above when we recall C x H has the tensor product 
multiplication. 
(e) Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra. Then H = C Ha (direct 
sum) where the Ha are the irreducible components of H, and HI (the irreducible 
component of H containing the identity) is a sub Hopf algebra of H. We claim 
Hl is normal in H. For, if Hm is an irreducible component of H, then Ha @ H1 is 
irreducible by [I 1, 8.0.101. Now ad: H @ H + H is a coalgebra map by 2.5(a) 
and so by 3.12(f) of [2] we have ad(Ha @ H1) = ad(Ha) * H1 is an irreducible 
subcoalgebra of H. Since I E ad(Ha) * H l is an irreducible subcoalgebra of H. 
Since 1 E ad(H”) * Hl we have ad(He) * H1 C Hl for all 01 and so HI is normal 
in H. In fact, one may readily show that the sequence HI + H + H, is exact, 
where H, = COK(Hl + H) is the maximal coseparable quotient coalgebra 
of H, with its induced Hopf algebra structure. 
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(f) If (*) (e) --f N -+j G -P K --f (e) is a sequence of affine algebraic 
groups, we have an induced sequence of Hopf algebras 
A(K) A(r) > A(G) ‘(‘) t A(N). (**) 
One may readily check that (*) is exact if and only if (M) is exact. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
The preceding examples show that a smash product (resp., smash coproduct) 
Hopf algebra gives rise in a natural way, to a split (resp., cosplit) exact sequence 
of Hopf algebras. The next two theorems show that every “split” exact sequence 
of Hopf algebras is of this type. 
First we recall some basic facts about H-Hopf modules (see Section 4.1 of 
[l I] for more details). If we have a pair of Hopf algebra maps 
with 7r 0 7 = IH then K is simultaneously an H-module by pullback along 7 
and an H-comodule by pushout along r. The condition r 0 7 = IH ensures that 
these structures are compatible, i.e., that K is an H-Hopf module. The funda- 
mental theorem of Hopf modules [l 1, 4.1 .l] says that K g Ku @ H as Hopf 
modules, where KQ = {K E K ](I @ n) 0 d,(k) = K @ I}. The inverse isomor- 
phisms are given by 
#:K”@H+K, * = rn,O(I@T) 
@:K-+KQ@H, @ = (PO%-)“A,, 
whereP:K-+KnisgivenbyP=m,o(I@(~oS,orr))od,. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let 
be a split exact sequence of Hopf algebras. Then K G A # H as Hopf algebras. 
Proof. If we let H act on K by adi then by the normality of A in K we see 
that A is a sub H-module algebra of K. Thus the algebra A # H exists. 
Now i and j are (Hopf) algebra maps and clearly i E Alg,(A, iK) so by the 
universal property of the smash product we have an algebra map i#j: 
A#H-+K,i#j==m,o(i@j). 
We claim that the map i # j is bijective. For, the maps rr and j make K into 
an H-Hopf module and so K e Kh @ H under the map KQ @ H+ K, k @ h++ 
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Kj(h). But Ku = {K E K 1 (1 @ r) o d,(K) = K @ I} = KER(rr) = A by the 
exactness assumption. Thus we have linear isomorphisms 
whose composite is i #j. 
Thus Kg A # H as algebras via the map i # j. Note, however, that if we 
give A # H the tensor product coalgebra structure, then i # j is a coalgebra 
map because i, j, and mK are all coalgebra maps. Thus i #j is an isomorphism of 
bialgebras which is in fact a Hopf algebra isomorphism since K has an antipode. 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let 
be a cosplit exact sequence of Hopf algebras. Then K EL x Has Hopf algebras. 
Proof. K is an H-comodule coalgebra under the coadjoint action associated 
with the map q, and L is a quotient H-comodule coalgebra of K under this action 
since p is conormal. Thus the coalgebra C x H exists. 
Now p and q are coalgebra maps and it is clear that p E CogHpK, L) so by the 
universal property of L x H we have a coalgebra map p x q: K --+ L x H, 
P xP=(Pod”~K- The proof follows in a manner similar to the above 
theorem once we show the map p x q is bijective. 
The maps j, q make K into an H-Hopf module and so we have an isomorphism 
@ of H-Hopf modules 
where 
We 
@:K+Kh@H, CD = (P@q)od, 
h t-+ C P&d 0 q(b), 
W = C h) &%M~d))~ P: K --f K’I. 
claim that p 0 P = p and ker(P) = ker( p). If k E K then p(P(h)) = 
Cp(W P ~j(&(q(W) = C Nd OK) = PW because P oj = EK . Thus 
p o P = p and ker(P) C ker( p). To show the reverse containment we first 
recall that ker( p) = K * H+. Then if K E K and h E H+ we have 
so ker( p) C ker(P). 
If we let 1; = p 1 Kb then it follows from the preceeding paragraph that 
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5: Kh -L is an isomorphism. Thus we have a sequence of linear isomorphisms 
and 
Thus p x q: K + L x H is an isomorphism of coalgebras; in fact an iso- 
morphism of bialgebras if we give L x H the tensor product algebra structure. 
Since K has an antipode, so does L x H, and K EL x H as Hopf algebras. 
Theorem 4.1, along with example 3.6( ) h c c aracterizes smash product Hopf 
algebras. Similarly, Theorem 4.2 and example 3.6(d) characterize smash co- 
product Hopf algebras. 
(4.3) EXAMPLES (a) Theorem 4.1 justifies our earlier assertions that the 
group algebra (resp., universal enveloping algebra) of a semi-direct product of 
groups (resp., Lie algebras) is isomorphic to the smash product of the group 
algebras (resp., universal enveloping algebras) of the pieces as a Hopf algebra. 
(b) If H is a cocommutative Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed 
field, then H z H1 # H,, as Hopf algebras, where Ho , the coradical of H, is a 
group algebra (this follows from Theorem 4.1, or see 8.15 of [I I]). In a 
subsequent paper we use Theorem 4.1 to prove the following generalization: 
If H is cocommutative Hopf algebra and Ho is a sub Hopf algebra (e.g., k perfect) 
then H z H1 # H,, as Hopf algebras (see [8]). 
(c) If the affine algebraic group G is isomorphic to the semi-direct product 
of algebraic subgroups N and K, then the corresponding split exact sequence of 
algebraic groups induces a cosplit exact sequence A(K) ti A(G) -+ A(N) of 
Hopf algebras, and so by Theorem 4.2 we have A(G) g A(N) x A(K) as 
Hopf algebras. 
5. SEMI-DIRECT PRODUCTS AND DUALITY 
In this section we show how the functor of H ti N” behaves with respect to 
smash products and smash coproducts of Hopf algebras. In the latter case we 
have the following theorem. 
(5.1) THEOREM. If 
K&HAL, (*) 0 
481/47/I-4 
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is a cosplit exact sequence of Hopf algebras, the induced sequence 
(**I 
is split exact. In particular, (L x K)” EL” # K” as Hopf algebras. 
Proof. It suffices to show that (**) is exact, the splitting being automatic. 
Now 2 (resp., i”) is normal (resp., conormal) by the exactness of (*) and 3.4. 
Clearly ?T’ is injective, and j” is surjective since j” 0 u” = (u 0 j)’ = (I)” = I. 
Moreover H g L @ K as algebras so H” s L” @ K” as coalgebras and i” = 
~~0 @ 1,. . Thus we have KER(P) = {f E H” ](I 07) 0 d(f) = f @ l} = L”. 
We also have ker(y) = ker(e,o @ IKa) = (Lo)+ @ K” = S(L”) and so ( jo, K”) = 
COK(+). 
In general the dual to the above theorem is not quite true. That is, 
if K -+ HZ L is a split exact sequence of Hopf algebras, the induced sequence 
L” -+ H” -+ K” may fail to be exact. The difficulty here lies in the fact that the 
injectivity of a Hopf algebra map j: K + H does not force the transposed map 
i” : H” + K” to be surjective. This difficulty did not arise in the preceding 
theorem because the map j had a retract which forced 7 to be surjective. We 
shall see, however, that if we replace K” byj”(H’)(i.e., make the map surjective) 
this new sequence is exact. 
For the rest of this section we will assume we have the following split exact 
sequence of Hopf algebras: 
K--j--tH*L 
i . 
By Theorem 4.1 we have H g K #L as Hopf algebras. Often in what follows 
we will identify H with K # L, and under this identification we have j = 
IK 0 rlL 3 i=rlKOIL, and n = Ed @ I, . Moreover we will surpress inclusion 
maps in many cases to clarify the computations. 
Now K acts on H (via the map j) by left multiplication, and L acts on H (via 
the map i) by the adjoint action. Denote these actions on H as follows: 
K@H+H L@H+H 
k@hwk.h g@hwg--lh. 
Since K is normal in H it is clear that K is a submodule of H under both of these 
actions. We combine these actions of K and L on H to give a left 
action of K # L (=H) on H which is denoted by 
(K#L)@H+H 
(k#g)Oh-~*(g+h). 
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The reader may check to see that the coherence condition (2.9(b)) which allows 
us to combine these actions is satisfied. Note that K is a submodule of H under 
this action. 
Now by transporting we make H* (and K*) into a right K #L module where 
(f <(k#g),h)=(f,k.(g+h))forfEH*,hEH,k#gEK#L. 
Finally we let KA = jo(H”) and define a linear map B: KA ---, H* by @(f ), 
h) = (f < h, lK). We have the following proposition. 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. KA is the sum of the locally finite right K # L-modules 
of K* under the action defined above. Moreover ,B(K^) C H” and ,8 splits j”(i.e. 
j” 0 /3 = I,& 
Proof. Since K is stable under the left K #L action on H, it is clear that K* 
is a right K #L module and j*: H* + K* is a map of right K #L-modules. 
IfweletfEH”,hEH,andk#gEK#L,wehave(f <(k#g),h) =<f,k* 
k + 4) = C <f, kd%d) =C (<f(l) 9 k'ga,Xfw j ~hd)f~,, 7 h). Thus 
f < (K # L) is contained in the span of the fcz)‘s and hence is finite dimensional. 
Thus H” is locally finite as a K #L-module. But KA =: j”(H”) andj” = j* 1 H” 
is a map of K #L-modules, so KA is a locally finite K #L submodule of K*. 
Before we show K” contains all the locally finite K # L submodules of K*, 
we note that for f E K*, k E K, we have 
<j” 0 P(f), k) = <P(f), i(k)> = Wf ), k # 1) = <f < (k # I),. 1) = <f, k)- 
Thus 7 0 /l(f) = f and /3 splits jo. Pick an f 6 K* such that M = f < (K # L) 
is finite dimensional. It follows from the definition of B that /l(f) kills the kernel 
of the representation of K # L( =H) on A4. Thus /3(f) E H”, and we have 
f =jo 0 /3(f) ejO(H’) = KA. 
We need the following result. 
(5.3) LEMMA. In the above situation, for k # g E K # L, f E H”, x E L”, 
y E K^, we have 
(4 (f, 1 #g> = <i”(f ), g>- 
(b) <~“W> k # g> = <x, 4%). 
(4 <f, k # 1) = WYf )> k). 
(4 (B(Y)> k # g> = C Y, 4g)k). 
(e) <P(Y) G+ k #g> = <P(Y), k # l><~“(x)~ 1 #g>. 
(4 f = C B(i”(fd) . +Yfd). 
Proof. (a), (b), and (c) follow immediately from the identification of H with 
K #L and the way the maps i, j, 7~ are represented under this identification. 
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(4 <PC Y), h # g> 
= <Y < (A #gh 1K) = <Y, h * (B--I 1HD = <Y, &)h>. 
(by (b) and (4). 
(f) <f,h#g) =(f,(~#l)(l#g))=C(f(l,,h#l)(f(,,,l#g). 
= c (f(l) dWf(z) 9 i(g)>. 
= c W(fd ~W(fd if>- 
= c <rsi”(fd, h # lWi”(fd 1 #g> (by (b) and (4). 
= C G?~(fd~“i”(fh,), h # g> (by (e)). 
(5.4) THEOREM. Let 
K&HeL 
i (*) 
be a split exact sequence of Hopf algebras. If we let K” = j”(H”) then the sequence 
(w) L” &: H” -8 KA is cosplit exact. In particular, (K #L)” z K^ x L” as 
Hopf algebras, 
Proof. It suffices to show (**) is exact. The map no (resp., jo) is normal 
(resp., conormal) by 3.4 and the exactness of (*). Now clearly L” C {f E H” / 
(jo @ 1) o d(f) = I of) = KER(T) becausej” 0 no = e. On the other hand, if 
f E KER (jo) and we let K E K+ and h E H then we have 
(f, j(k) * b> = @(f M(R) 0 h) = <(i” 0 1) 0 d(f), R 0 h>. 
= (1 @f, k @ h) = (cK , k)(f, h) = 0. 
Thus f E (K+ * H)l n H” = (ker n)l n H” == L* n H” = L” andL” = KER( y). 
To show (7, K”) = COK(?r”) it suffices to show H” . Lo+ = ker(j”) by 
3.3(a). Now clearly H” * Lo+ C ker(T) because j” 0 yr” = 6, so let f E ker( j’) = 
Kl n H”. Then d(f) E ker(j”) @ H” + H” @ ker(r). Define a mapping 
R:H”@H”+H”byR=mo(/l~O x noin). Then R 0 d(f) = f by (f) of the 
above lemma. On the other hand R(ker(j”) @ N” + H” @ ker(j”)) 6 H” * Lo+. 
ThusfEH”.L ‘+ and we are done. 
We note here that Proposition 5.2 makes transparent the reason why (K #L)” 
is not “all” of K” x L”. For, K^ is the largest piece of K” which is naturally a 
locally finite K #L module, i.e., a (K #L)” comodule. K” may contain “co&S- 
cients” of locally finite K-modules (i.e., K” comodules) which have no natural 
focally finite coherent Ic: -L module structure. 
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